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Fulfilling The New Zealand Walnut Industry's
Promise.

Participants in the best kinds of industries skip enthusiastically along

in their work and the strength of the enterprise propels them to

prosperity and a sense of success. 

In this newsletter Heather North and Clive Marsh talk about being

pioneers. The NZ industry is young and we are all pioneers. 

In the last article in this newsletter we discuss what is needed to

complete the jigsaw and fulfil the New Zealand Walnut Industry's

promise.

Anyone For A Quiz?



Dave Malcolm asks the questions while Julia judges the answers.
Everyone else ponders the confounding questions to the quiz that we held prior
to our AGM in August. Teams with the names Lone Goats, In A Nut Shell and
Nuttier Than Nuts took part with good cheer and laughter. 

Next WIG Field Day, Tim and Cherry Armitage’s
Orchard
Sunday 3rd November 2pm 
Tim and Cherry Armitage’s walnut orchard at 122 Harrs Rd,
Eyreton, North Canterbury. (Harrs Road runs off South Eyre
Road, 7Kms from the intersection with Tram Road)

Tim and Cherry's orchard has 240 trees, a mix of Meyric and
Rex that are just over 20 years old. 
The focus of the visit is to look at walnut grading and learn how
growers go about this important task. Grading has a significant



impact on the revenue a grower receives for their crop. 
Tim and Cherry have purchased a size grader which we will
see working.
They also will demonstrate their Feucht walk behind harvester
that they have named Jurgen after the owner of the company
that made it. (See Tim’s article in the last WIG newsletter).
Also worth seeing are their drying bins and washing machine. 

This visit is worth going to as it demonstrates what outlay is
required to harvest and process a crop from their more mature
trees producing higher volumes than most of our younger trees.

For more information contact Dave Malcolm. Mobile
0276345065
or email dandj.malcolm@gmail.com

Important - High Producing Orchard

Tim and Cherry Armitage's orchard is a high producer.
Here are the main points;

240 trees.
2.76 ha.
Production 3200 kg per hectare. (estimated, including discarded nuts)
This is 37.5kg per tree or approximately 9000kg from 2.76 hectares. 
100% of the orchard floor is irrigated. The roots are touching. 
A substantial number of other trees had grown on the land before the



walnuts were established.
The soil is classified as Darnley - moderately well-drained, stony silt loam.
 
Foliar sprays are used to apply seaweed, Boron, Manganese,
Magnesium, and Zinc as required by testing. 
Copper sprays used to control blight.

The 100% orchard floor irrigation and the fact that other trees grew on the land
may be factors in encouraging a Wood Wide Web. See article in this newsletter.

High production is the easiest tool that growers can use to earn more. See
articles on fulfilling our promise and "Making Money From Our Efforts" in this
newsletter. 

Interesting trip to Living Earth Commercial
Compost Making.

Living Earth is where all of Canterbury’s green waste is
processed into compost. Basil and Trudi Meyer use this
compost on their walnut orchard. Tony Poole from Living Earth
will show us around. 

The Date is Friday 11th October at 1pm. 

The composting site is on a road called Metro Place which
comes off Dyers Road in Bromley, Christchurch. 
Turn left just before you go into the Bromley Transfer Station
(Called EcoDrop Metro)  – there’s a sign, Living Earth Organics
Processing plant.
There is some visitor parking in front of the main building
otherwise there is more around the side.
Go up stairs in the main building and Tony Poole, Key Account
Manager, will meet you at reception. 

Please register for this trip by emailing Basil Meyer,
organiser.  t.meyer@xtra.co.nz



For more info on Living Earth see https://www.livingearth.co.nz

Lightfoot Walnuts - New Zealand's Largest
Producers



Walnut Business Partners
Dr Heather North (Above and below left) and Dr Clive Marsh (Above and below
right, with family)

Pioneering A New Industry
Excitement and pride in pioneering a new land use was top of the list when I
asked Heather and Clive what they got out of being in Walnuts. They like
involvement with trees, seeing more diversity in the land, more birds and
insects etc. Clive said that if he ever became disillusioned he ate some walnuts
and the problem was fixed. They also like the healthy food part of the industry
as well as many other aspects.

Choosing What To Grow
They saw a better market for walnuts than for some other products. The crop,
although requiring work, is easier than things like apples or pears and it stores
well and can be processed over a period of 12 months until the next season's
harvest comes in.

Highly Qualified 
Dr Heather North received her doctorate in image processing (measuring the
movement of glaciers) and now she works on satellite remote sensing to map
New Zealand's agricultural land use. 
Dr Clive Marsh's doctorate is in Engineering Science and he is currently
Principal Scientist for Lincoln Agritech. Clive is originally from Shropshire near
the Welsh border in England and Heather is from the Marlborough Sounds. 



Starting Out
In 1998 Clive and Heather formed a business partnership and started Lightfoot
Walnuts on Shands Road near Lincoln in Canterbury. Lightfoot was chosen for
the name as it had been Heather's nickname at one time. Of the 18.5 hectare
property approximately 16 hectares are planted in walnuts at 7 meter square
spacings giving about 2800 trees in total. Three quarters of them are Rex and
the other quarter are Meyric with a small number of specimens of other
varieties as well. Shelter and soil are important aspects of the property. Three
quarters of the property is highly fertile Templeton Silt Loam and the other
quarter Eyre Stony Loam. When they bought the land it had some existing
shelter around the boundary and the front 1.5 hectares had full shelter on all
sides. Over the years they have carefully built up a full range of equipment and
now have everything including an orchard air blast sprayer, shaker, washer and
drying system. Their first harvester was an old Rousset machine and last
season they splashed out and bought a 2010 Rousset R16 harvester for
NZ$80,000.  



New Zealand's Largest Harvest
Lightfoot Walnuts 2018 harvest was 44 tonnes, the largest in New Zealand. In
2019 it was 32 tonnes and they put the decline down to blight because of the
wet November and perhaps a light frost.



Although they aren't in love with sprays they see them as being essential to
producing walnuts. Heather and Clive are quite particular about when they start
spraying. They begin at bud burst when about 50% of the terminal buds appear
and the bracts begin to open. They follow up one week later with a second
spray for Rex and a second and third spray for Meyric at one week and two
weeks after the first spray. Timing of subsequent sprays is more dependant on
the weather, typically three or four sprays for Rex and five or six for Meyric in a
season. 
Interestingly they don't think any of our walnuts are biennial. They think
variance in production is to do with the climate and blight.  

Harvesting
At Lightfoot the logistics of harvesting is very important and the aim is to have
everything completed by ANZAC day so that the partners, Heather and Clive,
can refocus on their careers. 
Heather works 7 days a week for the period of the harvest and as well as this
they employ three people harvesting and shaking in the orchard doing five eight
hour shifts in a seven day week. They also have up to three people working on
the sorting line and aim to have a drying throughput of two tonnes a day in the
forced air gas heated drying tower. 
In order to finish harvest in the desired time the trees have always been
shaken. Manually at first until they bought the shaking machine.

Clive Marsh and Heather North see themselves as pioneers and as such they
have made, and continue to make, a big contribution to our industry. 
 

From The Dutch Food Industry

Basjes Nootzaak - Orlando d'Arnault Proprietor



Orlando d'Arnault, proprietor of Basjes Nootzaak

To its current inhabitants there seems to have always been a Wednesday
market in the 12th century Dutch town of Vianen. Last year I saw an interesting
business there and met its owner. This year I visited him again.

Orlando d’Arnault has a French name but he’s Dutch and the business is called
Basjes Nootzaak which means The Boss’s Nut Business. Orlando has owned
the business for 10 years and operates out of a stylish truck and trailer unit. 



On Wednesday’s the Nootzaak is in Vianen, Friday in Hoofdoorp and Saturday
in Delft.

They sell a wide variety of nuts, edible seeds, dried fruit and nut mixes and the
demand is growing. Orlando likes French and Chilean walnuts best because
they taste better. The kernel that he sells is Chilean and nearly all large perfect
halves. This year he is able to charge Euro 2.75 for 100grams and last year it
was Euro 2.50. (NZ $4.62 and NZ $4.20 respectively). His up market setup and
personal service enables Orlando to sell his walnuts for 70 to 80 NZ¢ per
100grams more than in a standard greengrocers. 

The web site for Basjes Nootzaak is basjesnootzaak.nl

Paul Dekker Changes Roles

When I first met Paul Dekker in 2018
he was working for a huge Dutch
fruit and vegetable distributor called
Lucassen & Sons. In the intervening
year Lucassen bought a major



shareholding in a company called
Selection Foods and Paul
transferred to them as Commercial
Director. 
Selection Foods prepares ready to
eat wholesale packs of nuts, dried
fruits, olives, tapenade, dried
tomatoes raisins and seeds. 70% of
their production is for brands other
than their own.

Paul would be interested in walnuts from New Zealand but they would have to
be of Selection Foods quality standards and at competitive prices. The lot sizes
would be 15 tonnes, all of a consistent quality. His industry is very competitive,
margins are slim and quality important. 

The Cost of Buying Walnut
Supplies
In his hand in the photo above Paul
has a tub of Selection Foods own
brand of walnut kernels. 80% are
complete halves as shown here in
the picture to the left. There are 25
pieces taken at random and all are
complete halves except for the 5 in
the second row. (5 divided by 25 =
20%). These pieces are typically
between 27 and 30mm wide and 30
to 35mm long. Selection Foods buys
this grade of walnuts from suppliers,
most originating from Chile. A typical
price that they pay would be
US$6.95 per kilo. (NZ$10.81) but
they have paid as low as US$5.95
(NZ$9.26) and recently up to
US$8.00 (NZ$12.45) per kilo for the



best grades. 
(Currency conversion rates on 11Sept 2019)

On the right of this picture Nelson Hubber's brother in law, Sjaak Baars, who
has been in fruit and vegetables all his life, talks to Mark, manager and founder
of Selection Foods. 
Selection Foods web site is selectionfoods.nl You can choose English as the
language. 



Joline and Sieb

Joline and Sieb are a young Dutch couple who have insight into the food
industry in the Netherlands. Joline is completing her master's degree in
Business Administration at the VU Amsterdam (university). When I asked her
about new consumer trends in the food industry in Holland she spoke at length
about how everyone wants to know where their food is coming from. It seemed
to me that authenticity and provenience are even bigger issues with the
younger generations in Europe than they are here in NZ. This is confirmed in
Sieb's business, The BBQ Butcher, which is in the meat industry and, against
trends, is growing rapidly.
With help from Joline, her parents, brother and other staff, Sieb provides on site
catering with BBQ style meals, they sell barbecue equipment and Sieb runs
workshop classes in how to BBQ. He knows all about the food that they provide
and has a very close relationship with customers. The business is growing not
because of the red meat, but because they provide fun and an intimate
authentic service that tends to turn the customers into BBQ fanatics. They use



ceramically lined kettle barbecues which keep the flavours in and cook the food
more slowly than the open grill methods that we use here. The food they
provide is of sophisticated high quality, vastly different than barbecues here.
They have a walnut salad on their menu. You can find out more at their web
site www.bbqbutcher.nl
 

Quality And Price In Holland - What it all means



Beware Of The Competition
The first thing that hits you when you look at walnut kernel that's on sale in The
Netherlands is the large size of the pieces and that most of them are full halves.
Looking deeper you find that the prices that they import them for are very very
competitive. This shouldn't be surprising because in today's commercial
environment high quality and low cost are characteristics of successful large
scale businesses. Chilean walnut kernel seemed to be the most popular
amongst those I spoke to and there's no reason why it can't come here and
compete with us. Currently New Zealand just couldn't match it on price, kernel
completeness, and size. We might compete on taste but that's difficult to
communicate, we definitely can compete on provenance.

Honest Reality Essential In Business Decision Making
However it's wrong to feel defeated by the knowledge that competing products



are good. The solution is always to understand with complete openness and
ruthless honesty the problems and opportunities from what we produce. Then
with realism invest in niche products and niche markets where we can be profit
leaders. It's always best to be strong in your market and if you can't win in one
move to another while you've got the resources to do it. Commercially this is
guerrilla warfare thinking and it works. Guerrilla warfare business thinking
means that time and resources aren't wasted fighting marketing wars that can't
be won or trying to be what you can never be.
Being real, clever thinking, innovative culture, closeness to customers and hard
nosed experience answers these problems.

"Human" Skills Solve The Problem
Joline and Sieb are examples of this, Sieb's family are butchers and he had to
innovate if he was going to stay in the family industry. Common thinking would
say that was time to get out of red meat in Europe but The BBQ Butcher is
growing strongly and has a bright future because he and Joline have mastered
a niche, and it's the soft skills that wins it for them, they have fun with their
customers.  

Be Big, Be Niche Or Be Nothing. 

Paul at Selection Foods operates in large competitive commercial markets and
their company has to be big and well resourced to be successful.

Sieb and Joline and Orlando are small business people with very direct and
personable contact with their customers. They operate in niches where price is
not as important as personal customer contact and so their margins are bigger.
Quality is always important so the two uppermost values that the small
businesses operate on are personal customer contact and quality. The big
business operates on quality and price. 

Resources

The resources that each of these three businesses utilise are matched to the



market they play in and the path being taken. Selection Foods had to find a
partner, Lucassen & Sons, to be well resourced enough to fulfil its ambitions.
Orlando has an up market sophisticated mobile rig which he can sustain and
Sieb and Joline have vans, stock and barbecues that match their resources.
Their abilities, skills, experience and culture is also well matched to their
businesses. 
Human skills, experience and vision are the number one resource of any
business. 

HEA Report From Ian Sheerin

Ian has been working on HEA registration for us
for 20 years and we need to sincerely thank him
for his tireless efforts which have now resulted in
success. 
Ian has recently been quite ill but he's making a
good recovery and we all wish him well.
He recently wrote the following article for us. 

Walnuts become registered under the Horticultural Export Authority
In August 2019, an order in council was passed which registered walnuts under
the Horticultural Export Authority (HEA) and recognised the Walnut Industry
Group (WIG) as the official industry body representing walnuts. This was the
culmination of about 20 years of work in trying to get walnuts recognised and
registered, so what does this mean?
 
The HEA is a government agency charged with the job of ensuring the
reputation and quality of NZ horticultural exports. Exports covered under this
legislation include buttercup squash, kiwifruit, summerfuit, etc. Actually
chestnuts were registered some years ago after some significant problems with
poor quality exports. It is important to maintain good quality standards to ensure



future access and successful exports of horticultural crops. The HEA
undertakes this work by monitoring exports, working with industry groups and
maintaining a system of export licensing. Exporters of registered horticultural
crops must also be registered with the HEA.
 
Why should walnuts be registered under the HEA?
Until this year, anybody could export walnuts of any quality. This could
potentially cause problems if poor quality nuts were exported as NZ growers
could get a bad reputation. An often cited example is when some one exported
some poor quality chestnuts a few years ago, causing problems in the chestnut
industry.  WIG is concerned to prevent such problems in order to position
walnuts for possible exports in future. In recent years WIG has received
enquiries from overseas companies seeking to import walnuts from NZ, but
until now exports of walnuts have been very limited. This could potentially
change as larger crop volumes become available.
 
What does HEA registration of walnuts involve?
Firstly, the HEA legislation only covers exports so the domestic NZ market is
not affected by HEA. As the recognised industry body, WIG must maintain and
update an “Export Management Strategy”, which contains required quality
standards for walnuts. The order in council covers fresh, chilled and frozen
walnuts both in-shell as well as shelled. It excludes manufactured products
such as chocolates, biscuits, flour etc. Exporters must now be registered in
order to export walnuts. WIG should be able to access information about
companies exporting, the volumes and destinations of exports and their export
value. WIG will also have the ability to collaborate with HEA to address any
potential issues with quality. HEA has various mechanisms to enforce
standards such as potentially suspending export licences.
 
What are the implications for walnut growers and for WIG?
Potentially this opens up the possibility of developing exports of high quality NZ
walnuts. This will require continuing updating and monitoring of quality
standards. It is important to understand that WIG must represent the wider
walnut industry, not just one company, so we must represent growers,
exporters and a range of different processors. This will require a collaborative
approach. A priority at this time is to review and update our walnut standards to
reflect current requirements such as the requirements of new legislation
governing food standards.

Why should growers be concerned about export quality standards?



Basically because we should all be aiming to produce high quality walnuts. We
know by now that quality is affected by the quirks of weather so we will end up
with some nuts of lower quality than we would like, particularly after extended
rain and drizzle at harvest time. The worst quality nuts should be dumped but
there will be better quality nuts that can be processed and/or sold locally on the
NZ domestic market. In order to protect the reputation of the NZ walnut
industry, it is important that only higher quality walnuts are exported. All
growers should be aiming to produce high quality walnuts.
 
Summary and Conclusion
After years of lobbying, walnuts have now been registered by law under the
HEA and WIG has been formally recognised as the official body representing
the NZ walnut industry. This is a major step forward for the walnut industry, but
we now have to take advantage of it by updating our walnut standards to
incorporate the requirements of new legislation such as food safety. This must
be a collaborative process involving growers, the co-operative company and
other companies involved with processing or selling walnuts. To achieve this we
also need to engage with HEA, who have been very proactive in assisting us so
far. Growers should not be daunted by this task as it will position walnuts to
achieve higher value prices in future. Over time, we will benefit from the world-
wide shift currently happening towards plant based proteins. 

Ian Sheerin

It's being reported that two types of mould are being found in almost every crop
of this year's harvest. Although they are thought to be unlikely to cause harm to
humans the moulds widespread presence is causing concern for processors
trying to provide a quality product. This may also have ramifications for what
growers get paid. At this stage we can only hope that it's a one off problem
caused by the wet spring in 2018 and that it won't be so wet this year. Similar
problems like frost have concerned us before and we've got past those. 



Graph showing that November 2018 was much wetter than any of
the previous four years. 

Tony Sigmund Asks If Anyone Is Having This
Problem



Does anyone else have splits in their trees? asks Tony. The bark is split mainly
on Meyric but not solely, see the photos above. If this is happening at your
place, you are concerned about it or you know something please contact Tony.
As well as answering the question for him we'll put anything we learn in the
next newsletter. Email Tony Sigmund
 

Subscriptions And The Newsletter
Just a reminder that you need to be a paid up member of NZWIG to receive this
newsletter. From time to time we do send complimentary copies to people from
outside our group, particularly those who provide information but by and large
you have to be a member. Early next year the amount of growers information
on our www.walnuts.org.nz website will increase but most of it will be password
protected and only available if you are paid up. At the time of relaunching the
website we will remove those who haven't paid a sub.
You can sort out your membership by contacting our treasurer Anna Morris.
Email Anna 


